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You can count on Rick Steves to tell you what you really need to know when traveling in the City of

Light&#151;Paris.With the self-guided tours in this book, youâ€™ll explore the grand

Champs-ElysÃ©es, the eye-popping Eiffel Tower, and the radiant cathedral of Notre-Dame. Learn

how to save money and avoid the lines at the Louvre and Orsay Museums. Enjoy the ambience of

Parisian neighborhoods, and take a day trip to the glittering palace of Versailles, or to the

Champagne-soaked city of Reims. Then grab a cafÃ© crÃ¨me at a sidewalk cafÃ© and listen to the

hum of the city. Youâ€™ll see why Paris remains at the heart of global culture.Rickâ€™s candid,

humorous advice will guide you to good-value hotels and restaurants in delightful neighborhoods.

Youâ€™ll learn how to navigate the Paris MÃ©tro, and which sights are worth your time and money.

More than just reviews and directions, a Rick Steves guidebook is a tour guide in your pocket.
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I have been to Paris before on a trip planned by someone else, and we missed a lot and didn't

understand a lot of what we did see. This trip with the book in hand was totally different. I really felt

confident about how to get around, what to do, and why I should care about what I was seeing.This

book is written like a real tour guide vs a collection of descriptions. It helps you to plan an agenda

for your days. For most of the big sites, it even gives you a written walkthough you follow as you

visit. For example - a museum will have explanations of all the big things you would see there, and

its written to where it tells you the exact way to walk though the museum to see them all. Its really

like a tour written in words. We really liked the Left Bank neighborhood walk - which told us about a



lot that we would have otherwise never have known about - unless we had paid for a tour guid

(which I imagine would be the same as what we did ourselves).A can't-miss bonus is the free

iphone app described in the book. Steve actually reads a few of his walkthoughs - including

instructions on when to pause and how to get to the next spot to start again. We found the section

where he summarizes the days of the week and what is closed each day to be really helpful. Tips

on transportation to each site and whether the museum pass works there was really helpful.

This is the absolute BEST Paris guidebook. Just spent a week there for the first time. Scanned it

before, on the plane, and ended up carrying this around ALL the time. Very conveniently sized, easy

to hold in one hand, fits in any small bag, felt totally safe walking around and using this as a

reference. Nice color maps up front and other maps throughout make it easy to find your way

around. Complete index. Exceedingly handy tab descriptors on all pages make is easy to flip

through and find what you're looking for. Excellent advice and insight to metro, walking on your own

tours, bus/boat/bicycle tours, sights, museums, neighborhoods, eating, sleeping, money, language.

What to do if you have one, two, or three days. Walking guidance on how to see the highlights of the

Louvre in two hours--which was perfect! I didn't use them, but there are also sections on Paris with

children and a half dozen day trips. I even read parts of it to natives when they wanted to know what

they were looking at (e.g., Pere Lachaise). All in all, totally indispensable. Highly recommended.

We've been to Paris 4 times over the last 20 years, and are planning our 5th trip. We always use

Rick Steves Paris as one of our books. This newest edition is over 700 pages (!) so be aware the

paper used is tissue paper-thin to keep the weight down.*What we love about his books: his

sightseeing recommendations are spot on. He gives some offbeat Ã¢Â€Â•secretÃ¢Â€Â• tips for

interesting sights not in other guides, as well as good suggestions on how to avoid lines at the

popular ones. He keeps us from being bogged down in museums through his great directions on the

best way to walk through them to see the important works. For first timers, he provides complete

general information about arriving, getting around, and the such. He gives ideas for walking tours

and itineraries to fit different lengths of stay. As a bonus, he adds some humor to his writing (albeit,

sometimes corny).*What we don't like: Early on, we tried a few of his restaurant recommendations

and were surprised at how mediocre they were- and it's not easy to find mediocre food in France;

hopefully the recs. are better in his newer books. Years ago, we tried a couple of his hotel recs. (in

places other than Paris) and found them to be a bit too Spartan for our taste.Ricks's

undiscriminating palate aside, we are big fans of his books. We've bought many of his guides over



the years (not just Paris) and have found that all of them have helped enrich our travels.***May,

2016*** back from Paris with an additional comment. Recommend double-checking details on the

attractions' websites. We found that some things like hours of operation, special events, Museum

Pass inclusions had changed since Rick Steves' writing.

His books, including this one, have all the little tips and details that I want to know when I travel. I

will say that I haven't particularly cared for many of his restaurant recommendations as the

establishments seem to be riding on their past laurels. The food is usually good to bad and/or

crowded with tourists that may have read this book. I have always had good experiences by asking

the hotel concierge for recommendations and even having them book and enjoying more of what

the locals experience.

Rick Steves is always reliable. I have been using his guidebooks since they were published in

pamphlet form and have liked everything except occasionally his where-to-eat choices. After all, he

admittedly liked dorm food.I carry his guides to various museums and use them like my Bible. Easy

to read, user-friendly and great tips on how not to be an ugly American. I cannot tell you how many

of his Paris guides I have purchased, but I like to use the most up-to-date book. Besides, his tips

always save me more money than I've spent on the guidebook.
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